
The [.Q.s of the 122 twin pairs were found to be normally distributed, 
with a mean of 96.82 and a standard deviation of 14.16. The mean 
absolute difference between the identical twins reared apart was 6.50 
l.Q. points for the entire sample, with the largest difference being 24 
I.Q. points. Dr Jensen calculated the overall intraclass correlation 
between twins to be .824, which he interpreted " as an upperbound 
estimate of the heritability (h^) of I.Q. in the English, Danish and North 
American Caucasian populations sampled in these studies." Jensen 
further compared the difference between monozygotic twins reared together 
with the difference between monozygotic twins reared apart and concluded 
that " most of the small twin difference in I.Q. may be attributable to 
prenatal intrauterine factors rather than to later effects of the individual's 
social-psychological environment." 

DONALD A. SWAN 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF INVENTION 

By S. Colum Gilfillan. San Francisco Press, Inc., San Francisco, 
1971. Pp. 229. Price $9.00. 

When M.I.T. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Press decided 
to reissue S. Colum Gilflllan's The Sociology of Invention (1935) in 
1970 they declined to publish the additional material which the author 
has now incorporated in the short book under review. The reason for 
this refusal, an extraordinary one when one considers that Gilflllan's 
work is unique, was doubtless that it contains facts which the egalitarian 
American university establishment finds unpalatable. 

The present volume incorporates Dr Gilfillan's article " Some Racial 
Comparisons of Inventiveness," which appeared in T H E MANKIND 
QUARTERLY, Vol. IX, No. 3, January-March 1969. In these pages he calls 
attention to the pre-eminence of north-west European nations, mostly 
predominantly Nordic, in inventions and to the outstanding role of such 
recipient countries of the victims of religious persecution as Holland 
and Switzerland. Gilfillan attributes the superior performance of the 
Scandinavian countries to their comparatively brief exposure to the 
baneful influence of clerical celibacy. In discussing Negro lack of 
inventiveness, he observes that the handful of American Negroes who 
rank as inventors were largely white. He correlates Negro shortfall in 
this field with defective comprehension of third dimensionality and spatial 
relationships (Travis Osborne). That primitive and isolated peoples are 
not necessarily non-inventive is shown by the amazing technological 
creativity of the Eskimos. Dr Gilfillan takes up a suggestion I made 
several years ago in T H E MANKIND QUARTERLY that this may be due in 
part to massive cosmic radiation, causing an excess of genetic mutation. 

The inventor is, of course, intelligent, but not necessarily of very high 
I.Q., Gilfillan concludes. He tends to be a " loner," a non-conformist, the 
sort of student who wrestles with a few challenging ideas rather than the 
type who absorbs and commits to memory all that comes his way. Few 
women are inventors. Inventors are more likely to be bald than the 
average for their age and race, Dr Gilfillan asserts, a possible correlate 
with more-than-average masculinity. The son-daughter ratio of a sample 
of top American inventors is 46/42, which Gilfillan believes is also 
indicative of masculinity. 

NATHANIEL WEYL 
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Reprints of interest 
to the Genealogist 
S. R. Publishers here offer some titles from their range of reprints 
which will appeal to those with an interest in the field of 
genealogy. These are beautifully prepared facsimile reprints of 
rare works, for long out of print and virtually unobtainable. 

History, Directory and Gazetteer of the County of York 
by Edward Baines 

Published: Leeds Mercury , 1822-1823. Reprinted wi th new int roductory notes 
by Owen Ashmore. A directory, l ist ing populat ion, professions and notable 
inhabitants of the various towns , cit ies and vil lages in Yorkshire. 

pp. 654 + cx i iv and 656. 2 volumes £3.15 
per volume 

John Speed's Atlas of Wales 
(Part II of ' The Theatre of Great Britaine ' ) 

Publ ished: London, 1676. This is an exact facsimi le of the 1676 edi t ion. 
Probably the greatest Brit ish cartographer ever. Speed's work is st i l l available 
in many formats but this w i l l be the f irst t ime that his complete At las of 
Wales has been available again for over 250 years. 

pp. 64 £5.25 

Birmingham Inventors and Inventions 
by R. B. Prosser 

Published: Bi rmingham, 1881, Journal Printing Works . Original ly publ ished in 
an edi t ion of only 50 copies, th is is probably the rarest book on Birmingham. 
The new work includes an introduct ion by Professor Asa Briggs, Vice-
Chancellor of Sussex Universi ty, 
pp. 264. £2.50 

Place Names of Scotland 
by Rev. J . B. Johnston 
A reprint f rom the 1934 edi t ion. Probably the most important work of this 
we l l -known phi lo logist . 

pp. 352. £3.50 

Full l ists and details available f rom: 

S. R. Publishers Limited 

East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorkshire 
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DAS OFFENBARTE LEBEN 
By F. Ritter 

/. Bd. Lebensschopfung und Vernunftfrevel, 344 S. DM 20 

Life on this planet now and through the millions of 
years of evolution and coming extinction of mankind. 

7/. Bd. Schmarolzerziichtung und Erbopferung, 247 S. DM 15 

Parasitism and disease, and the development of parasites 
and diseases. 

/ / / . Bd. Nietzsche, der gerechtfertigte Seher, 585 S. DM 32 

Nietzsche's vision, his insight into mankind's true 
predicament, for the first time revealed and explained 
and demonstrated in detail. " The True Book of 
Philosophy." 

By encompassing all the vital facts of our world and mankind, 
it constitutes the true scientific biological book in the world 
and makes our situation thoroughly and perfectly clear. 

Without its insights, no human future is possible. 

Der Biologe f. Ritter bringt die fiir uns lebenswichtigen, aber 
der Ofiientlichkeit noch weitgehend unbekannten, erbbiologischen 
Erkenntnisse und die daraus zu ziehenden SchluBfolgerungen in 
verstandlicher Form. VerantwortungsbewuBte werden vor 
Entscheidungen gestellt, wenn sie nicht ihre Nachkommen in 
den korperlichen, geistigen und seelischen Untergang geraten 
lassen wollen, der von gewissenlosen Machtgruppen und 
Ideologien der Masse als Fortschritt gepriesen wird. 

Halbleinen 24 x 17 cm. Bande auch einzeln lieferbar. 

Zu beziehen von: Also obtainable from: 

F. Ritter Verlag, European Printing and Publishing 
D — 3119 Tatendorf, Company Limited, 
Eichenhof, 92-94 Gray's Inn Road, 
Deutschland. London, W.C.I. 

Das Buck, ohne dessen Erkenntnisse keine Menschenzukunft 
rnoglich ist! 
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Ethnological Elements 
of Africa 

By R. GAYRE OF GAYRE 

This collection of essays on African ethnology originally 
appeared as a series of articles published during the last 
few years in THE MANKIND QUARTERLY. They have now been 
revised where necessary and brought together in this book 
which does not set out to deal in detail with every aspect of 
this vast subject but attempts to synthesise the major racial 
elements of Africa, to indicate their relationships and differ
ences, and to formulate a theory of the racial origins of the 
African populations of our times. 

no pages 15 plates 

£1.40 $5.50 

THE MANKIND QUARTERLY 
1 DARNAWAY STREET, EDINBURGH. EH3 6DW 

SCOTLAND 

Population Review 
A JOURNAL OF ASIAN DEMOGRAPHY 

Editor: s. CHANDRASEKHAR 

The contents of the TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE include: 

The Crowded World by Sir Julian Huxley; Population Growth 
in the United States by Professor Philip M. Hauser; The 
Causes of Poverty: a Clinical View by Dr John Kenneth 
Galbraith; Population and Freedom by Professor Joseph J. 
Spengler; The Indians of British Guiana by Dr G. C. L. 
Bertram; Population Problems in a Developing Economy by 
Professor S. Chandrasekhar; The Ethnic Groups of Malaya: 

a Population Study by Dr Mukul K. Dey. 

Published by 

INDIAN INSTITUTE FOR POPULATION STUDIES 
GANDHINAGAR, MADRAS-20, INDIA 

Price Rs 5. Annual Subscription Rs 10 . £1 . $4.00 
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VERITAS BOOKSHOP 

for conservative books on 

RACE D I F F E R E N C E S 

SEPARATE DEVELOPMENT 

SOUTH AFRICA and AFRICA 

Write for book lists to 

P.O. Box 2052, Pretoria, South Africa 

The Rhodesian crisis is YOUR crisis! 
Lenin said: "First we will take eastern Europe. Next 
the masses of Asia. Then we shall encircle that last 
bastion of capitalism, the United States. We shall 
not have to attack. It will fall into our hands like 
an overripe fruit." 

Rhodesia is fighting Y O U R battle N O W ! 

If she goes under Y O U A R E N E X T ! 

Read RHODESIA AND WORLD REPORT 

Published monthly. Annual subscription: surface mail 
Rh$2.90; air mail Rh$4.35. 

P.O. Box 1871, Salisbury, Rhodesia. 
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GENUS 
The official publication of the 

ITALIAN COMMITTEE FOR THE 
STUDY OF POPULATION PROBLEMS 

Published under the auspices of 
the National Research Council 

Editor: NORA FEDERICI 

The Scientific Committee of Genus is composed of the 
members of the Technical Committee of the ItaUan 
Committee for the Study of Population Problems: 
V. Castellano, University of Rome; P. Fortunati, 
University of Bologna; G. Genna, University of Rome; 
G. L'Eltore, University of Rome; G. A. Maccacaro, 
University of Milan; I. Scardovi, University of Bologna; 
and Nora Federici (President). 

Volume XXVI, 1970, includes: La supermortaliti 
nelle region! italiane, by M. Natale, A. Menotti, P. 
Pasquali; The Effects of Programs of Birth Control 
Education on the Practice of Induced Abortion in 
Japan, by I. Figa'-Talamanca; Le statistiche relative 
alia criminalita tra i lavoratori migrati: una proposta 
di armonizzazione, by G. Marbach; Gli orientamenti 
di ricerca nelle scienza umane e qualche riflessione sul 
possibile futuro della demografia, by N. Frederici; Vu 
d'ensemble sur la situation demographique de I'lran, 
by M. Amani. 

The annual subscription to Genus is $10.00 (or equiv
alent), and subscriptions should be sent to: Segreteria 
del Comitato Italiano per lo Studio del Preblemi della 
Popolazione, Via Nomentana, 41-00161 Rome, Italy. 
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THE MANKIND QUARTERLY 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

Single issue — 40p ($1.65); annual subscription (4 
issues) — £1.50 ($5.50); three year subscription (12 
issues) — £4 ($15.40). Post free by surface mail. Copies 
will be sent by air mail on payment of an extra £1.50 
($5.50) per year or 40p ($1.45) per copy. Back numbers 
are supplied while available at 50p ($1.85) each. No 
responsibility can be accepted for copies lost in the 
post after dispatch. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

All material submitted for publication in THE MAN
KIND QUARTERLY must be fully and finally corrected, and 
must be in clear, double-spaced typing, preferably in 
triplicate. A short biographical note and a suitable 
photograph of the author may be sent with the article for 
inclusion if space permits. 

The Editors do not accept responsibility for the views 
expressed by individual contributors. 

PAYMENT TO AUTHORS 

Authors of articles published in THE MANKIND 
QUARTERLY are now paid at the rate of one guinea or 
$2.50 per printed page, and they also receive twelve free 
copies of the issue concerned. 

1 DARNAWAY STREET, EDINBURGH. EH3 6DW 

SCOTLAND 
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